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Strategic Resource Planning

More than ever, a business’s decisions regarding sustainability have a direct impact on its operations. Modern companies 
cannot afford to ignore the realities of resource constraints. How well your company navigates the changing climate and 
economy will go a long way in determining your success. 

For nearly two decades, Cadmus has delivered tailored resource solutions for our clients. As a dedicated sustainability 
consultancy with comprehensive expertise in energy and resource management, we understand what strategies best help 
our clients in all sectors meet their resource-planning goals.

Cadmus Resource Planning, our proven model for 
delivering these results, helps our clients engage in a 
sustained and comprehensive program or take on discrete 
tactics, depending on each client’s ultimate priorities  
and goals. 

Our clients confront a wide array of challenges, so we pride 
ourselves on being able to provide flexible solutions with 
the right people for the job. Our exceptionally qualified staff 
includes engineers, economists, regulatory policy experts, 
environmental scientists, and business sustainability 
consultants. Our teams focus on the most effective 
methods for benefiting your bottom line, including:

• Behavioral sustainability

• Building systems optimization

• Energy capital project selection

• Renewable feasibility analysis

• Reputational risk

• Stakeholder engagement

• Sustainable design specifications

• Sustainable operations playbooks

• Waste management strategies

• Water conservation

Simple model. Definable results.
No matter where your company falls on the sustainability 
spectrum—whether you’re just starting to research the 
concept or a leader in reporting sustainability metrics 
with a highly efficient building portfolio—Cadmus can 
help develop a program that gets your company where it 
needs to go. At Cadmus, we help our clients identify and 
implement efficiency and sustainability plans that yield 
measurable positive financial benefits. 
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About Cadmus

Cadmus is an employee-owned consultancy committed to helping our clients address complex challenges by applying 
diverse skills and experiences in a highly collaborative environment. By assisting our clients in achieving their goals, we 
create social and economic value today and for future generations. Founded in 1983, we leverage exceptional expertise 
across a staff of more than 400 professionals in the physical and life sciences, engineering, social sciences, strategic 
communication, architecture and design, law, policy analysis, and the liberal arts who provide an array of research and 
analytical services in the United States and abroad. See more at www.cadmusgroup.com.
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Simple, Measurable, Repeatable Success
Our Cadmus Resource Planning method has helped companies of all sizes capture savings and boost their efficiency. Whether 
you’re a novice or an industry-recognized leader, we have the expertise and the experience to get you where you want to go.

PLAN Our experts supported the Claremont Colleges’ comprehensive sustainability initiative for 
10 years. It all started with an overall sustainability plan, outlining the client’s existing resources, 
practices, and goals, and leading to their objective to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 75 percent 
by 2050. 

IMPLEMENT Cadmus guided 44 properties from major California property owner the Irvine Company 
through Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design® (LEED) for Existing Building – Operations and 
Maintenance certification. The measures implemented to achieve certification (including energy management, 
commissioning, energy auditing, recycling, water conservation and more) ensure that the Irvine Company’s 
corporate office portfolio now operates 10-20 percent more efficiently.

MEASURE Accurately measuring consumption and savings is essential to measuring your success. 
Cadmus combined our expertise in energy-efficiency measurement and verification and building systems 
optimization to deliver a tailored monitoring-based commissioning approach to the World Trade Center 
in Denver. This approach delivered owner Jones Lang LaSalle $38,000 in savings in their communal areas, 
reducing energy use by 3,400 MBTUs with a simple payback of 1.7 years.

REPORT Getting the credit you deserve from emissions reporting systems like CDP takes the help of experienced 
professionals. We have provided CDP reporting support to a Fortune 500 financial services company since 2009, guiding 
them from a score of 32 before Cadmus’ assistance to a score of 98 B and a position on the CDP Climate Disclosure 
Leadership Index for multiple years.

To learn how Cadmus can help you, contact:

Kate Swayne Wilson
GHG & Sustainability Reporting Practice Lead
(303) 389-2530
climateservices@cadmusgroup.com

Who works with Cadmus?
• Google, Inc

• Zappos! 

• Adobe

• Symantec

• MGM Resorts International

• Toyota
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